
Athletic Conditioning continued. 

joy in the conditioning [they] had, considering [she] wasn't doing it around [her] team. The only thing that made any type of conditioning any other 
year bearable was doing it with [her] team. Having to do conditioning virtually made 
[her] not want to do anything because there was no motivation, [she] was not driven, 
it felt like [she] was just doing it because [she] had to.” 
               With some COVID-19 regulations being lifted, track runner Lisbeth Y.   
Velasco Martinez (10) was given the chance the run on the track once more.        
Martinez noticed some big differences in their return- there was a significant drop in 
people attending practice. The track usually would have the large group running 
around and warming up, but because of COVID-19, many people have not been out. 
The other difference being how the sanitary level has gone through the roof.        
Martinez was surprised about the sudden change since “[has] never seen [her]    
coaches this involved with the hygiene and sanitary of the students and objects [they] 
use.” Having to wear a mask while conditioning has proved itself to be difficult. 
Martinez grumbled on how “as a sprinter, it becomes annoying having to keep [her] 
mask on especially when [she] forgets to bring the thinner masks and end up bring-
ing the thick ones. [She] feels as if [she] will pass out.” She does realize the positive 
side to wearing a mask when running, besides being great at keeping her healthy. 
She admitted how “it does help [her] regulate [her] breathing and teaches [her] how 

to calm [her] breathing.” Martinez gushed on the fact 
about how she is finally getting out of the house. While she does participate in other sports, but the family she has 
within Track keeps her coming back. The feeling that she gets when participating in different events is unmatched 
since she can take out all her anger and let those negative feelings go. 
 Co-captain of the cheerleading team Giselle Aparicio (12) shares how as a 
senior, she is motivated to keep the athletes strong. Aparicio talks about their           
on-campus practices saying, " we will condition different parts of our bodies           
depending on what coach Rivas wants us improving". The stretches and exercises 
typically differentiate depending on flyers, bases, and back-spot positions. All this 
training has been important to Aparicio, to get all the new athletes to learn how to 
accomplish stunts and work towards going to competitions as soon as COVID          
restrictions are lifted. To stay active, she stretches every day with the rest of the team 
at home. 
 Sky Daniels (11) revealed how they “definitely have off days where [they] do 
not want to do these workouts at all” and how when he hears the “whistle blow early 
practice when {they practice]” then he is aware that “the coach [is] mad and [they’re] 
about to get a lot of work in that day.” Sky further explained “most of [them] are not 

in shape right now but one way [he can] keep [himself] looking the way [he] wants” is to just “do 200 push-ups,       
sit-ups, and squats.” Sky stated that when he is not doing those workouts, he is “either benching and doing curls or 
cardio.” Sky mentioned that there is “nothing to advance like when [they] practiced.” Sky finally had mentioned that 
“Wednesday's and Saturday's [is when he is not] doing anything workout-related stuff.”    

By Anyolie Guevara and Jasmine Flores 
 Over the past year, many people have had to cancel their trips and plans due to the pandemic we are still stuck in. 
As things are progressing and getting better, people are starting to plan trips and events for the summer. Lets hear about the 
plans some of our peers may have for summer.  
 During the summer, Junior Cassandra Sjullie would love to “go to the beach, hang out with friends, and go to theme 
parks as much as possible,” and she would obviously be very responsible with COVID-19 regulations in order to stay safe. 
Sjullie would also love to go on late night drives with her friends, which is something that is is always fun to do during 
one’s summer break. She also says that she might go to Alabama and Mexico, which would be such an exciting trip for her. 

 This summer, Freshman Amy Guevara would love going out to many places with her 
friends. She really enjoys going to amusement parks like Knotts Berry Farm, Six Flags, and 
Disneyland. Prior to COVID-19, Guevara would “always go Las Vegas with [her] family over 
the summer,” so she hopes to get the opportunity to return there soon, while still being safe. 
Although this may be very unlikely, Guevara hopes to soon be able to go and visit her      
grandparents in Nicaragua, since its “been a while since [she] has been able to see them.” If things become safer in 
California, Guevara hopes to have her Quinceanera towards the end of summer, and “enjoy it 
with her closest friends and family members.” 
 Senior Jaelyn Lynton is really excited for this summer because “[she has] a lot of 
things planned before [she leaves] for college.” This summer’s going to be different for 
Lynton because of the fact that she won’t be back in high school in the fall. Lynton plans to 
work part time during the summer to help save up for her college expenses. Work might take 

up the majority of her time, but she won’t let that prevent her from enjoying her summer. Lynton also plans to take a lot of 
beach trips, “especially at night since the weather is amazing in the summer.” Lynton hopes that she can take a trip with her 
best friend to San Francisco, which is something that they have been planning to do. 
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